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THE OPERATIONAL PRE-D FOR THE ATLANTIC
MISSILE RANGE

G. SHOLLENBERGER
Senior Engineer

Systems Department
Defense Electronics, Inc.

Summary    This newly-developed receiving and predetection recording system
currently being integrated into the Atlantic Missile Range should prove of considerable
interest to the telemetry systems engineer. The system, designated TRKI-12, will become
part of the familiar “Range Rehabilitation Program.” The TRKI-12 is capable of
handling up to twelve simultaneous telemetry signals of any known or projected
telemetry format.

Frequency-translation methods used enable recording and reproduction of high bit-rate
PCM and other wide-bandwidth signals with minimum distortion. A wideband FM
recording method gives true DC to 500-kc bandwidth recordings.

The system incorporates a diversity reception and combining concept enabling optimum
combination of telemetry data from diversity antenna systems without undesirable by-
products or need for special phase-correction.

The description herein, which includes design constraints and limitations for a system of
this type, should yield information of concern to the range user and should be especially
useful in establishing efficient and economical range interfaces.

Introduction    Figure 1 shows a typical ground data system with services available from
most test ranges today. The elements of these data systems have remained relatively
unchanged over the years, changing only to increase capability, modernize or standardize
when justifiable. As seen, the Receiving and Recording function is the center of the
ground data system and therefore commands significant attention. Although the
receiving and recording system as an element of the ground data system has undergone
very few changes throughout the years significant differences and major technological
milestones have been incorporated into the TRKI-12 receiving and recording system.

In the past the primary objective of the receiving and recording system was only to
permanently record the message sent by the transmitter. Today’s sophisticated and



energetic space programs are further puting this system to test in closed loop data
systems where the message is not only received and recorded but also further processed
to yield return messages to the sender for information or automatic control. Space and
weight limitations in the airborne vehicle have also expanded the job of the ground
telemetry system to include many other communication requirements between the air and
ground systems. Because of this expansion one can reasonably be sure that the telemetry
ground data system and hence its receiving and recording element will be continuously
modified to meet changing requirements at the sending end.

With sufficient foresight and planning by government and private industry, the TRKI-12
system represents the best estimate of projected range and range user requirements far in
the future. Through years of planning and development it has evolved into the first truly
operational receiving and recording system using advanced receiving and high frequency
tape recording techniques backed by modern integrated peripheral support equipment.
Four significant features: (1) dual channel receiving, (2) predetection recording, (3)
diversity combining and (4) wideband FM record/ playback capabilities are included and
represent the major technological advances in applying these techniques to operational
systems. It should be noted that this system is classified “operational” and as a result of
this classification its hardware and software design is human engineered and militarized
in much the same way as are operational weapons released to the Armed Forces.

The TRKI-12 Receiving and Recording Elements    The TRKI-12 system can be
separated into four major sections. They are: (1) receiving, (2) storage, (3) distribution
and (4) support.

The receiving section consists of six cabinets of equipment each cabinet being identical
from an electronic component standpoint. Each receiver cabinet houses two receivers, a
dual trace spectrum display unit, a dual down translator, a diversity combiner and a
receiver local patching facility.

Four cabinets house the equipment constituting the storage section. Two of these
cabinets contain transport mechanisms and electronics for two 1/2 inch-7 track or 1 inch-
14 track tape recorders. The other two cabinets contain the wideband FM
record/playback electronics, predetection recording monitoring equipment, and tape
recorder setup and support equipment.

One cabinet contains the system central patching and signal distribution facility. This
facility is used to connect signals within the four major sections either to themselves, to
each other, or to other points outside of the TRKI-12 system. Integrated within this
facility are twenty DC coupled video distribution amplifiers each having one input and
four isolated outputs.



Four cabinets housing support equipment such as oscilloscopes, signal generators,
spectrum analyzers, counters, direct write recorders, etc., complete the TRKI-12
complex.

A typical system set-up for receiving and recording is shown in Figure 2.

Receiving Section    The receiver used is the Defense Electronics, Inc. Model TR-101.
This receiver is a modular, multiple band, AM-FM-PM receiver having dual (termed
main and auxiliary) IF and demodulator capability (a simplified receiver block diagram
is shown in Figure 3). Dual heterodyning provides a 1st IF of 30 me and a 2nd IF of 10
me. 1st IF outputs at 30 me are furnished for spectral analysis and for noise figure and
frequency measurements. The 2nd IF at 10 me is internally divided for the dual IF and
demodulator operation and eventually becomes the source for the predetection down
translator.

Plug-in tuning heads give the receiver front end RF carrier capability of 105-140 mc,
215-260 mc, 285-410 mc and 920-965 mc. The bandwidths for these tuning heads are
1 mc, 2 mc, 3.3 mc and 1 mc respectively. Signals above 965 mc in the 1435-1535 mc
and 2200-2300 mc bands are received using an accessory translator. These signals are
translated to the 285-410 mc tuning head which includes frequency scales for these
bands.

The receiver main and auxiliary channel IF and demodulator sections provide the
operator with a means of IF and demodulator selection. IF amplifiers with bandwidths
ranging from 10 kc to 3.3 mc are provided. Each IF amplifier contains an integral AM
detector with response to one-half the IF bandwidth.

Three FM demodulators are designed for use in this receiver spanning deviations from
1.5 kc to 1.5 mc and response to 1 mc. A PM demodulator incorporating phase-lock
techniques in either a “long-loop” or “short-loop” mode provide phase demodulation
with response to 50 kc. Loop bandwidth in both modes is adjustable from 20 to 500 cps.
Integral to this demodulator is a coherent AM detector with response to 250 kc. In the
“long-loop” mode the loop is closed through the receiver first local oscillator. The
“short-loop” is the conventional phase-lock (IF tracking) and is used primarily on
playback of recorded pre-d signals.

The video portion of the receiver selects either the main or auxiliary channel
demodulated information. This video unit has adjustable output controls which allow the
receiver detection constant to be varied by the operator’s mission requirements.
Switchable video filtering is included to optimize the receiver signal-to-noise ratio.. The
upper response of this video filtering ranges from 6.25 kc to 750  kc with a direct
position having 1 mc response and a special position for custom filtering. All video



filters are designed for optimum transient characteristics giving best reproduction of
pulsed or quasi-pulsed (PCM) waveforms. FM video capability from DC to 1 mc is
provided directly from the FM demodulator through an integral fixed gain buffer
amplifier.

General receiver features include AFC and AGC circuitry. Selectable AFC response
optimizes the AFC detectors to high or low bit rate PCM signals as well as the
conventional FM/FM multiplex. Of particular importance to the wideband predetection
recording system is the AGC characteristics prior to recording. In order to obtain
adequate signal-to-noise ratios in the low frequency portion of the recorded band, the
input signal level to the tape recorder is set to record very near tape saturation. This
signal input level to the recorder is maintained relatively constant by the receiver AGC.
This AGC has selectable responses of 1,100 and 1000 milliseconds to further optimize
the telemetry link.

Further enhancement of the telemetry link is obtained through use of a video combiner
installed in each receiver cabinet. Space, frequency or polarization diversity is
accomplished by a Defense Electronics, Inc. Model TDC-1B Post-detection Video
Combiner. The combining technique offers an improvement in the received video signal-
to-noise ratio of greater than 2.5 db for equal video ratios. Combining control is derived
from the receiver AGC which is a logarithmic function of the received signal level hence
a linear function of the video signal-to-noise ratio in db.

Signal-to-noise improvement capabilities of the combiner are however only of secondary
importance in the TRKI-12 system. More important is its capability to select and pass on
to its output the best of two video signals present at its input based on AGC information.

Optimum combining using AGC as the control function is best achieved when both
receiver AGC characteristics are nearly matched. Like AGC characteristics are obtained
in the TRKI-12 receivers by using AGC control on most all of the amplifier stages within
the receiver. Large variances in individual components across receivers therefore will
have minimum effect on overall receiver gain.

In passing those applications where possible modulation by the transmission path exists
(as is the case when FM or PM signals pass through booster exhaust gas plasmas), the
AGC may not be truly representative of the video signal-to-noise ratio. The TRKI-12 is
so configured to allow parallel recording of the direct video and the combined video
simultaneously.

The dual down translator, a Defense Electronics Model PD-101, completes the
equipment comprising the receiver section. This device operates directly on the receiver
2nd IF signal (centered at 10 mc) by translating it to a video carrier signal centered at



near midband in the tape recorder bandwidth. Translation to any one of five video carrier
frequencies are selected by the operator using front panel switches. These carrier
frequencies are 112.5 kc, 225 kc, 450 kc, 900 kc and 800 kc. The first four of these are
harmonically related to allow for time base expansion on playback of recorded data. The
800 kc carrier allows use of all the available tape recorder bandwidth (100 kc to 1.5 mc)
at 120 inches per second.

Storage Section    The storage medium in the TRKI-12 system is magnetic tape. The
tape recorder is a DEI Model SE-11-96218-1 developed by Ampex Corporation to meet
specific requirements of the TRKI-12 system. This machine is designed to operate at tape
speeds of 15, 30, 60 and 120 IPS and includes four speed 8witchable electronics. The
respective frequency responses at each speed are 12.5 kc-187.5 kc, 25 kc-375 kc, 50 kc-
750 kc, and 100 kc-1.5 mc. Signal-to-noise ratios exceed 25 db.

The head response on the high end at 120 IPS exhibits normal head roll off at about 500
kc. This response is corrected both in amplitude and phase above and below this point.
The phase correction is in fact a design feature imposed on the recorder manufacturer by
system requirements, The phase correction produces in the tape recorder an envelope
delay performance of less than ±100 nanoseconds throughout the 100 kc-1.5 mc band.
Special filters (all pass variety) are used to perform the phase correction. Adjustments
are provided in them to correct for variances in head manufacture or when replacing
heads in the field. Because of the time dynamics of the tape transport conventional phase
measuring equipment is not used for determining this characteristic. The phase
performance was evaluated using the Wandel and Golterman DL-1 test set. This test set
indicates the phase characteristic in envelope delay directly which is more meaningful to
modulated signals which the pre-d tape recorder normally processes.

Low frequency speed control for maintaining a relatively constant speed on record and
playback across recorders is accomplished in the conventional manner in that a reference
tone is recorded and used for speed control servoing at the playback site. Since the low
frequency end of the recorder response is much higher than on standard recorders the
conventional 17 kc reference signal cannot be used. In its place a reference tone of 100
kc is used at 120 IPS with reference tones at other speeds proportional. This reference
tone is derived from a Defense Electronics Model RFT-1 precision crystal oscillator.

Wideband FM electronics give the TRKI-12 system post detection recording capability.
These units (Defense Electronics Model FM-501) have response from DC to 500 kc for a
recording speed of 120 IPS. Four speed switchable electronics in this wideband unit give
a response directly proportional to tape speed at 60, 30 and 15 IPS.

The output center frequencies are 112.5 kc, 225 kc, 450 kc and 900 kc which are
identical to the video carrier from the down translator. A recorded pre-d FM signal from



the down translator and a recorded signal from the FM electronics therefore differ only
in the sideband structure. This carrier compatibility allows playback of post-detected
data with either FM playback electronics or through up-translators into the receiver
demodulator.

The FM playback electronics (part of the FM-501) is in fact designed to up-translate the
recorded signal and discriminate at 10 mc rather than direct demodulate at the video
carrier frequency. This insures proper rejection of the undesired FM video carrier with
adequate control of the phase response throughout the data bandwidth.

Front panel controls and indicators on the FM record electronics set the video carrier
deviation to 200 kc peak for 120 IPS mode. A single 500 kc signal therefore has only
two significant side components (as indicated in a table of Bessel functions of argument
0.4). For strong signals the signal-to-noise performance of an FM detector is given (1)
as:

As can be seen for B = 1/%3(.0.6) the post detected recorder data S/N is controlled by
the recording process, since the carrier signal-to-noise on the tape recorder as previously
mentioned is about 25 db.

Predetection playback monitoring equipment form part of the support equipment for the
recording process. The main chassis houses four receiver IF amplifiers, two
demodulators and one up-translator. This unit is used to give the tape operator a “real
time” evaluation of the pre-d recording process. The operator can select any two
recorded video carriers which have been down translated from 10 mc for recording and
compare them with the source 10 mc receiver IF signal. When doing this he can select
any one of the aforementioned IF amplifiers and any one of the demodulators to make
specific evaluations.

Tape recorder alignment is simplified by incorporating a sweeping oscillator (Kay Model
K131-B) for amplitude, equalization. This unit sweeps the tape recorder bandwidth. The
swept output is applied to the input terminals at the recorder. With the recorder output
displayed on the oscilloscope the relative response can be determined and adjusted with
ease. Markers within the swept signal (produced by blanking the swept signal as it passes 



through the selected marker frequency) give the operator points of significance for visual
identification.

Distribution Section     Signal distribution and component interconnecting is
accomplished at the “central patching facility”. This facility is illuminated and recessed.
Once the patching program is fixed a transparent door with locking features is closed to
protect this program against inadvertent disconnection.

Low VSWR patching equipment is used throughout the system. Only two types of patch
cords are used in the system. They are at the 50 and 75 ohm coaxial variety and are color
coded. Jacks in the patching facility are color coded to match the patch cords so that the
operator uses the correct type of patch cord to maintain matched transmission line
conditions.

Source resistances and load resistances of all equipment including test equipment is
either 50 or 75 ohms. RF and IF transmission uses 50 ohm lines; video carriers and
baseband video distribution uses 75 ohm lines. Signal level of the latter two signal types
is also standardized at 4 volts peak-to-peak. The above simplifies to a great extent the
setup and calibration of a system of this type as well as eliminating human errors which
often result in mission failure.

Enhancing the signal distribution are video distribution amplifiers. Twenty of these units
are installed integral to the patching facility. Each unit has one 75 ohm input and four
isolated 75 ohm outputs. Gain is adjustable from zero to approximately 8 db. Highly
stable DC response is inherent in the design with upper end response of 1.5 mc
minimum.

Support Section    This section is comprised of support equipment required to set-up,
operate and maintain the TRKI-12 complex. The equipment includes oscilloscopes,
counters, spectrum analyzers, true RMS voltmeters, square wave and sine wave
oscillators, audio units, data insertion units, switchable discriminator and direct write
paper recorders. The paper recorder (Brush Mark 200) is operational in that during the
receiving phase the “real time” receiver AGC signals are recorded from each receiver
being used. These recordings give the operator trends or conditions of the received
signals.

The data insertion unit (a Defense Electronics Model DIC-1A) is a ground FM
multiplexer used to multiplex ground generated data for tape recording. It houses 20
modules which can be standard IRIG voltage controlled oscillators, FSK type oscillators
or direct input modules. The latter is used as an impedance matching device for signals
being applied directly to the summing point. Timing, voice, receiver AGC data represent
some of the types of information which the data insertion unit will be multiplexing. The



modules and base unit are configured such that any module output can be switched into
any one or all of three summing amplifiers. The three composite outputs then can differ
in content. This has advantages in range operations, since not all of ground generated
data is of interest to the range user. The composite signals are recorded using the
aforementioned wideband FM electronics.

General Discussion and Conclusion    The description and data given on the previous
pages represents only a small portion of that data which exists and is in no way intended
to be design documentation. I would like to summarize some facets of Pre-D systems
which I consider important to the new user.

The logical first question is “Why Pre-D”? Many papers have been written and published
on this subject and there appear to be several very distinct advantages when using Pre-D.
(The terminology “Pre-D” as I use it here refers to Pre-D tape recording only and not
Pre-D in general. Pre-D combining is another particular process which could fall into the
general “Pre-D” terminology).

The most obvious advantage in Pre-D recording is, of course, the fact that the channel
bandwidth--hence channel signal-to-noise ratio--is not fixed until playback of the
recorded Pre-D signal. Figure 4 shows the spectral location of signals in the Pre-D path.
As seen, with maximum record bandwidth the playback bandwidth is adjusted in width
to accommodate the instantaneous desired data bandwidth. The system is therefore
adaptive to pre-programmed or changing information rates at the sending end.

It is incorrect to assume that the record bandwidth is of little importance in the Pre-D
system. Inherent in any translation process, where the translated spectrum is located near
zero frequency, is the folding of noise components lying above the translating oscillator
back up into the data spectrum. This fact must be considered and protected against when
operating the Pre-D system.

Another advantage of the System is the capability of recorded video response down to
dc. Low frequency response to dc is impossible with direct recording. In fact, the low
end response of 1.5 mc recorders with reasonable signal-to-noise ratios is several
thousand cycles.

The last major advantage is the efficient use of all the available tape recorder bandwidth.
(2) (It should be noted that the maximum video capability of 700 kc in the TRKI-12
system is limited by the tape recorder bandwidth). Presumably wideband FM electronics
could be designed to handle 700 kc which would occupy all the recorder bandwidth;
however, the filter requirements for direct demodulators would be difficult to achieve.



In closing, it might be well to mention that new generation systems of this type contain
new and sophisticated electronic equipment, which, if correctly used, produce results far
superior to the systems they are replacing. Increased human engineering must of course
be applied in its original design to minimize any misuse due to this sophistication. There
is no excuse for lack of thorough understanding of the Pre-D system prior to its
specification or use. I emphasize this final point as a result of my experience in helping
develop this system.
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TABLE 1-1
SIGNIFICANT SPECIFICATIONS

of the TRE:1-12

RF
RF Input Frequency
(Selectable by module)

105-140 mc
216-260 mc
285-410 mc
920-965 mc
1435-1535 mc*
2200-2300 mc*.

First IF
Receiver First IF
Receiver First IF

Bandwidths

30 mc.

4 mc (95 percent points).

Second IF
Number of Channels 2 per receiver (main and aux. channels).

Receiver Second IF Center Frequency 10 Mc.

Receiver Second IF Bandwidth
(selectable by module) 10 kc, 30 kc, 50 kc, 100 kc, 300 kc,

500 kc, 750 kc, 1 mc, 1.5 mc , and 3.3 mc.

Second IF Output Impedance
(Pre-D Source) 50 ohms.



Demodulation

Number of Channels 2 per receiver (main and aux. channels).

Types FM:

1. wideband frequency demodulator;
response: 1 mc maximum.

IF bandwidths: 500 kc, 750 kc, 1 mc,
1.5 mc, and 3.3 mc.

2. intermediate band frequency
demodulator; response: 250 kc
maximum.

IF bandwidths: 50 kc, 100 kc, 300 kc,
500 kc, and 750 kc.

3. narrow band frequency demodulator;
response: 15 kc maximum.

IF bandwidths: 10 kc, 30 kc, and
50 kc.

PM:

1. deviation: ±1 radian minimum.

2. response: 50 kc maximum (low end
adjustable from 20 to 500 cps).

3. special features;

long loop-carrier tracking (phase-
locked loop closed through first local
oscillator).

short loop-carrier tracking (phase-
locked loop with 10-mc VCO locked
to 10-mc IF carrier of translated
signal).



AM:

1. synchronous AM detection with video
response of 10 cps to250kc.

2. normal AM with video response of
one-half the selected 2nd IF
bandwidth.

Video
Video Bandwidth (selectable) 5 cps to 6.25 kc

5 cps to 12. 5 kc
5 cps to 25 kc
5 cps to 50 kc
5 cps to 100 kc
5 cps to 250 kc
5 cps to 400 kc
5 cps to 750 kc
Special; for custom video filter.
Direct; 5 cps to 1 mc.

Video Output Impedance 75 ohms.

Down Translator
Input:

Center Frequency
Impedance

10 mc.
50 ohms.

Output:
Center Frequency (selectable)

112.5 kc
225 kc
450 kc
900 kc
800 kc

data bandwidth 
150 kc
300 kc
600 kc
1.2 mc
1.4 mc

Impedance 75 ohms.



Up Translator
Input:

Center Frequency (selectable)
112.5 kc
225 kc
450 kc
900 kc
800 kc

data bandwidth
150 kc
300 kc
600 kc
1.2 mc
1.4 mc

Impedance 75 ohms.

Output:
Center Frequency
Impedance

10 Mc.
50 ohms.

Video Combining
Video Response
Improvement

5 cps to 1.5 mc.
greater than 2.5 db. for inputs of equal
S/N ratio.

Tape Recording
Number of Tracks
Tape Response and Speed

14 per recorder maximum.
100 kc to 1.5 mc for 120 ips
50 kc to 750 kc for 60 ips
25 kc to 375 kc for 30 ips
12.5 kc to 185 kc for 15 ips.

Input Impedance 75 ohms.

Special Features servo speed control, tape transfer and
maximally linear phase response (±100
nanosecond envelope delay).

Recording Accessories

Wideband FM Record Electronics

Input Response
(for mod. index of 0.4) 0 to 500 kc for 120 ips

0 to 250 kc for 60 ips
 to 125 kc for 30 ips
0 to 62.5 kc for 15 ips.

Input Impedance 75 ohms.



Output Center
Frequencies 112.5 kc for 15 ips

225 kc for 30 ips
450 kc for 60 ips
900 kc for 120 ips.

Wideband FM Playback
Electronics
Output Response 0 to 500 kc for 120 ips

0 to 250 kc for 60 ips
0 to 125 kc for 30 ips
0 to 62.5 kc for 15 ips.

Output Impedance
Input Center Frequencies

75 ohms.
112.5 kc for 15 ips
225 kc for 30 ips
450 kc for 60 ips
900 kc for 120 ips.

Special Features of
Record/Playback
Electronics 3. maximally linear phase response

(±100 nanosecond envelope delay).

Paper Recorder
Number of Channels 8 per recorder plus 2 event channels.

Frequency Response 0 to 100 cps.

Paper Speeds .002 ips, .004 ips, .008 ips, .020 ips, .040
ips, .080 ips, .2 ips, .4 ips, .8 ips, 2 ips, 4
ips, and 8 ips.

Ground Data Insertion
Number of Channels 20 FM multiplexed (modular plug-in).

Modular Plug-ins 23 VCO modules for IRIG channels 1
through 18 and A through E.

two FSK modules for IRIG channels 15
and 17.

two direct input modules for voice or
flutter reference signals.



Special Features any channel selectable on any one or all of
three mixer outputs.

(*with accessory translator)

Fig. 1-Ground Data System



Fig. 2-Pre-D or Post-D Record Configuration - 120 Ips

 Fig. 3-Simplified Diagram - Dual Channel Receiver



Fig. 4-Spectural Location of Signals in Pre-D Path 120 Ips - Max. Video

Fig. 5-TRKI-12 System



Fig. 6-Receiving Section

Fig. 7-Storage Section



Fig. 8-Distribution Section

Fig. 9-Support Section


